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EDITORIAL

On 6th of May New Moon, Shanqa is presenting the last
wonders from its path back to the Source, all related to the
miracle of our sensations. « Like long echoes that
intermingle from afar », the mind and the senses appear in
their « dark and profound unity »: as Baudelaire writes in
his ‘Correspondences’, Sounds, Colors and Feelings respond
to one another. This #2 is all about being touched by a
melody and moved by images, therefore finding our
balance back from a place without boundaries: open to the
infinity of life and to ours.

www.shanqa.com

PRESS RELEASE

Shanqa
CONCEPT

Shanqa is an online publication
which displays artworks and
introduces artists - musicians,
dancers, photographers,
painters and others. The
selection is made according to
the strong connection they
have with nature, universe and
cosmic energy.

FOUNDER & CHIEF EDITOR

Stephanie Orace is Ph.D and
teacher in Litterature, Thanks to
intensive philosophical readings
and practices like taichi or yoga,
she started to be aware of the
power of words, sounds and
images on our inner being.
Shanqa was born from this very
ideal: create a place to rise a
positive energy and to balance
the whole being.

EDITORIAL POLICY

The website itself has a
meditative design and aims to
give the users a sense of
contemplation. The images of
the desert are chosen for their
spiritual dimension.
Visit

www.shanqa.com

Issue #2 - launched on the 6th of May 2016

